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Executive Summary
Transform Peel is a $49m Royalties for Regions funded program.  This program is broadly
regarded as transformational for the Peel region in terms of job creation, sustainable growth and
economic development.  The Peel Development Commission (PDC) and its partners, intend to
implement this program over 35 years where projections estimate that 35 000 jobs will be
created generating an approximate $16.2b per annum economic output by 2050. Located in the
Shires of Murray and Serpentine Jarrahdale, the program comprises three integrated, strategic
elements:
 The Peel Food Zone
 The Peel Business Park
 The Peel Integrated Water Initiative.
The Department of Agriculture and Food WA (DAFWA) is the lead agency for planning the Peel
Food Zone (PFZ) sub-project.  The PFZ project provides the opportunity for DAFWA to
undertake a strategic approach to planning for agriculture and its future in the Peel region
specifically and Western Australia more broadly.
The proposed PFZ is approximately 42 000ha and includes land that is both suitable and
unsuitable for agricultural development.  Land not suited for development included
environmental assets (e.g. conservation category wetlands) and urban and rural residences.
This study investigated the feasibility of six land use scenarios that each has the potential to
become established in the proposed PFZ.  These were:
 Dryland pasture & grazing (Non-Irrigated)
 Soil-based irrigated horticulture (Annual)
 Soil-based irrigated horticulture (Perennial)
 Soil-based irrigated horticulture (Covered)
 Non Soil-based irrigated horticulture (Protected Horticulture)
 Closed loop livestock systems.
The suitability of each of these land use scenarios for the PFZ was determined using a range of
data sets reflecting the environmental, social, infrastructure and physical values of the region.  A
multi-criteria assessment of these data generated a series of maps illustrating where in the PFZ
each land use scenario was most suited.
The factors most influential in determining the areas within the PFZ most suited to each of the
considered land use scenarios were:
 Urban and rural residential zonings
 Environmental assets
 Land capability
 Infrastructure.
To ensure that the PFZ is implemented, it needs to be incorporated into state and local
government planning framework. Implementing the PFZ through these frameworks will provide
the high-level recognition of the PFZ’s importance and the framework for controlling appropriate
development.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Background
Transform Peel is a $49m Royalties for Regions funded program.  This program is broadly
regarded as transformational for the Peel region in terms of job creation, sustainable growth and
economic development. The Peel Development Commission (PDC) and its partners, intend to
implement this program over 35 years where projections estimate that 35 000 jobs will be
created generating an approximate $16.2b per annum economic output by 2050. Located in the
Shires of Murray and Serpentine Jarrahdale, the program comprises three integrated, strategic
elements:
 The Peel Food Zone
 The Peel Business Park
 The Peel Integrated Water Initiative.
The Department of Agriculture and Food WA (DAFWA) is the lead agency for planning the Peel
Food Zone (PFZ) sub-project. The PFZ project provides the opportunity for DAFWA to
undertake a strategic approach to planning for agriculture and its future in the Peel region
specifically and Western Australia more broadly. With the capacity to establish world-class food
production systems that are both sophisticated and highly technical, the PFZ will establish new
benchmarks for food production in Western Australia. Leading edge technology will be applied
in the PFZ to maximise yield and minimise waste.  Technology and innovation in agriculture will
increase demand for engineering solutions (nutrient and water supply) and access to
infrastructure (roads, rail and telecommunication).
The deliverables for this work were:
 Develop a criteria based approach and methodology to analyse numerous GIS datasets to
create maps to identify:
– the boundary of the PFZ
– existing land uses and enterprise types
– constrained areas unsuitable for the PFZ
– opportunity areas based on areas suitable for PFZ
– location of key infrastructure including transport, gas, power and water (quality and
quantity, ground and recycled).
 This product should be designed with flexibility to enable interrogation for different
opportunities into the future.
 Identify the location and type of existing (operating and licensed) agri-food industries in the
defined PFZ area and identify dominant themes and clusters.
 Review interstate, and if necessary, international examples of similar initiatives and
summarise the key strategies, opportunities and constraints for planning for “food zones”.
 Undertake key agency stakeholder consultation (i.e. relevant local and state agencies) in
the Peel region and conduct one workshop in the Peel region to gain agreement on the
proposed PFZ boundaries and productive areas.
 Analyse the current regional and local planning schemes and strategic planning documents
and recommend potential strategic and statutory planning tools available to implement the
PFZ.
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 Analyse the relevant local government planning scheme zones, use class permissibility and
definitions to prepare a list of permitted producer based activities, and identify any
constraints and/or changes required to permit additional or desired uses (for example
glasshouse production).
 Consider the current development approval process and make recommendations for a
streamlined development approval process that can be utilised by the relevant local
government/s, noting there may be differing processes between local governments in the
Peel region.
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2. The proposed Peel Food Zone
2.1 Proposed location and boundary
The original proposed PFZ in the Transform Peel initiative covered an area of approximately
28 000 hectares (ha) and is shown in Figure 1. The Transform Peel initiative is located
approximately 70km south of Perth. This area was chosen for its agricultural production
potential, proximity to population centres to supply the anticipated workforce and access to
infrastructure for logistics and communication purposes.
During the process of the multi-criteria analysis workshop (MCA) and stakeholder consultation,
the proposed boundary was revised and now covers an area of approximately 42 000ha and
this proposed location is shown in Figure 2.  The PFZ boundary was extended:
 to the east to include the high quality, more fertile soils along the footslopes of the Darling
Range
 to the north and west in response to advice from the Serpentine-Jarrahdale and Murray
Local Government Authorities
 to the south to ensure established agriculture and food enterprises already established in
the area were included within the proposed zone.
The majority of the population in the Peel region live in Mandurah, west of the PFZ.  The town of
Pinjarra is the region’s next most populous centre and is located southeast of the PFZ.  The
township of Serpentine is located within the northeast corner of the PFZ and North Dandalup is
established in the southeast corner.
The proposed boundary is:
 North: Rowe Rd
 East: Foot of the Darling Scarp
 South: Morrell Rd
 West: Paterson Rd.
The total area (42 000ha) includes areas both suitable and unsuitable for agriculture and
agricultural development. The revised proposed location has yet to be endorsed by the Peel
Development Commission and may be further amended following stakeholder engagement.
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2.2 Existing Land uses and enterprise types
The proposed Peel Food Zone is located within the Shires of Murray and Serpentine Jarrahdale
and occupies an area of approximately 42 000ha.  The area consists predominantly of rural land
with pockets of residential, rural living and rural residential development, Figure 2.
The Pinjarra town site has traditionally acted as the main commercial and service centre for the
immediate region.  Historically, land uses in the area consisted mainly of sheep and cattle
grazing with some crop growing, particularly adjacent to the Murray River.  Growth in the area
was spurred by the opening of the railway line from Perth to Pinjarra in the late 1890s and the
timber industry.  The opening of the Alcoa alumina refinery near Pinjarra in the early 1970s, the
mining boom, extension of the Kwinana Freeway and construction of the Mandurah rail line
have aided growth within the region in more recent times.
The Peel Region’s agricultural economy was estimated at $125m in 2011–2012 of which
livestock disposals accounted for 65 per cent of the total value (Peel Development Commission,
2014).  The other main agricultural commodities produced in the region include crops (27 per
cent, largely flowers and hay) and livestock products (8 per cent) (Peel Development
Commission, 2014).
This is evident within the study area where livestock production in cattle and hay cropping
dominate, although there are animal intensive industries (piggery and poultry operations) and
smaller areas of intensive agriculture relating to the production of turf and fruit trees.
A number of equestrian stud and agistment facilities are also located within the study area,
particularly in the east and north of the area.  The North Dandalup residential estate is centrally
located within the study area.
Mining for mineral sands (zircon, rutile and leucoxene) is an important land use in the region
with approximately two per cent of the proposed PFZ registered for this land use.
Other land uses in the study area include an airport, wastewater treatment facility, a quarry, dog
kennels, public amusement (paint ball), plantations and a timber works.  There is also one
example of an agriculture cluster involving a piggery, general and specialised mushroom
compost facilities.
Future agricultural activities within the study area will be guided by the unique opportunities
offered as well as land capability issues.  In particular, the challenges presented by water
availability, infrastructure, the environmental importance of the Peel Harvey estuary and wetland
systems, biosecurity issues and development of appropriate interfaces that minimise operational
and land use conflicts, will need to be considered in any future land use planning.
Stands of remnant native vegetation occur throughout the PFZ and are generally associated
with the wetlands and waterways. Their protection will need to be considered in any future
planning, as will the existing urban residential land use that is a feature along the majority of the
western PFZ boundary.
Figure 3 provides the current land use data from DAFWA and inputs from local stakeholders.
The approximate percentage of each of the land uses is provided in Table 1.
The majority of the area is covered by ‘grazing modified pastures’, which makes up
approximately 72.4 per cent.
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Table 1 Approximate percentage of land uses within the PFZ
Land Use % of PFZ Study area
Airports/aerodromes 0.25
Aquaculture 0.08
Grazing modified pastures 72.42
Intensive animal production 0.33
Intensive horticulture 0.00
Irrigated land in transition 0.10
Irrigated perennial horticulture 0.16
Irrigated seasonal horticulture 0.37
Irrigated tree fruits 0.06
Lake 0.14
Land in transition 0.40
Manufacturing and industrial 0.14
National park 0.00
Other conserved area 0.02
Pigs 0.02
Poultry 0.05
Quarries 0.00
Quarry/mining 1.74
Recreation and culture 0.14
Residual native cover 15.58
River 0.10
Roads 0.03
Rural living 4.87
Rural residential 0.23
Softwood production 1.79
Strict nature reserves 0.58
Urban residential 0.40
Water storage - intensive use/farm
dams 0.01
Peel Development Commission, 2014. Peel: a region in profile 2014, available from
http://www.peel.wa.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/Peel-Region-in-Profile-2014.pdf
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2.2 Constrained areas
While the proposed PFZ has an approximate area of 42 000ha, there are specific areas within
the PFZ that are constrained to such an extent that they are unsuitable for agricultural
development.  These ‘highly unsuitable’ areas, shaded in black in Figure 4 are:
 Conservation Category Wetlands (CCW)
 Contaminated sites
 Nature reserves
 Remnant native vegetation
 Crown land
 Reserves
 Registered Aboriginal Heritage sites
 Town sites and urban areas (e.g. North Dandalup).
Figure 4 shows that land along the western and eastern border is largely constrained with
pockets of wetlands and native vegetation constraining some development within the PFZ.
In addition to identifying areas unsuitable for agricultural development, i.e. Highly Unsuitable
Constraints, this Report also considers the factors that potentially constrain agricultural
development, such as land capability, separation distances to groundwater and access to
infrastructure. These factors may require investment in infrastructure and technology for the
food production systems under consideration. Availability and access to water is another
example of a constraint whereby investors may be required to enter into a water trade
agreement with a third party in order to secure a reliable water supply.
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3. Potential development within the
proposed Peel Food Zone
3.1 Potential (or Future) land use
The determination of potential land use for the proposed PFZ was guided by the following
features and principles:
 The preservation and protection of the environmental values of the area, including its
wetlands, waterways and native vegetation
 Existing land use and infrastructure is the foundation for future agricultural industries
 Food production trends, for example, intensification of agriculture, are applied
 Land use options in the PFZ will be used to attract investment from individuals and
organisations to the region.
In order to determine the suitability of land use scenarios for the PFZ, a systematic and
transparent analysis tool using the GHD Infrastructure Development – Geospatial Information
Systems (INDEGO) methodology was utilised.  INDEGO combines Multi-Criteria Analysis
(MCA) with desktop based Geographic Information Systems (GIS) analysis and so has the
capacity to assess a range of land use scenario’s for the PFZ taking into account both
environmental and social imperatives.
This Chapter describes the method applied in the determination of the land use scenarios
selected for this study.
3.2 INDEGO
INDEGO combines traditional MCA techniques with desktop-based GIS analysis to generate a
site suitability surface using key criteria identified by project personnel. This software has been
designed such that it integrates the constraints and opportunities that have been identified in the
natural and built environment alongside the social and cultural heritage criteria relevant to the
study area1. Importantly, INDEGO methodology enabled the land suitability selection process to
take a balanced, transparent and traceable approach where the environmental, social, physical,
and infrastructure data sets were assessed as per their ‘constraint’ for the six agriculture
scenarios.
3.2.1 Multiple Criteria Analysis (MCA)
Spatial datasets were accessed for the study area and determined by the following factors:
 Representativeness of the area in terms and constraints and opportunities
 A consistent level of coverage across the Study area
 Availability of data from local, state and federal government sources
 Accuracy.
These datasets were considered by way of an MCA workshop process and involved
assessment of both performance ratings and criteria weightings, held with state government
agency representatives. The attendees are listed in Appendix A.  The workshop provided a
structured and transparent approach to determine overall preferences among alternatives,
11 Study area refers to the proposed PFZ and surrounding areas
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where participants identified, ranked and weighted the performance criteria guiding the
alignment suitability modelling process.
The GHD facilitated workshop was held in Perth on the 23rd January 2017.
During the workshop, the following six broad agricultural land use categories were agreed for
consideration:
 Dryland pasture & grazing (Non-Irrigated)
 Soil-based irrigated horticulture (Annual)
 Soil-based irrigated horticulture (Perennial)
 Soil-based irrigated horticulture (Covered)
 Non Soil-based horticulture (Protected Horticulture) [Glasshouses]
 Closed loop livestock systems
3.2.2 Performance rating and Criteria weighting
The performance rating workshop drew upon the knowledge of the attendees who were required
to rate the attributes of each criteria in terms of their suitability for the proposed development.
Each criterion was given a rating in terms of its level of opportunity or constraints that it would
exhibit for this project, as per the descriptions shown in Table 2.
Table 2 Performance ratings and descriptions
Performance Rating Description
1 Opportunity
10 Neutral Value
20 Moderately Constrained
40 Highly Constrained
100 Unsuitable
999 Highly Unsuitable
In determining the performance ratings, the following were considered in the workshop:
 The criteria weighting process assessed each criterion in consideration of its relative
importance in the decision making process.
 The value assigned to the criterion is independent of the criterion’s level of constraints;
instead, the weight reflects a particular criterion’s importance or potential level of impact on
the assessment process relative to another criterion.  The criterion that was considered to
be of more importance to the decision making process as compared to the other criterion
was to be scored as a “1” and the relatively less important criterion in that instance was to
be scored as a “0”.
The weightings assigned to each criterion are presented in Appendices B to G, with the
respective land use scenario.
3.3 Site Suitability surfaces
The results of the workshops were combined with the desktop GIS to generate six Site
Suitability surfaces representing the six land use scenarios.  The Site Suitability modelling
utilises an overlay approach that requires all data to be converted into cell-based grids.
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The key issues collated and utilised in the constraints and opportunity mapping are shown in
Table 3.
Table 3 Relevant datasets used to developed the INDEGO site suitability
surfaces
Values Constraints Constraints Constraints Constraints Constraints Constraints Constraints
Environmental Proximity to
receiving
water
bodies
Phosphorous
export risk
Geomorphic
wetlands
Contaminated
sites
Nature
reserves
Remnant
vegetation
Other
reserves
Social Lot area Proximity to
sensitive
human
receptors
Crown land Aboriginal
Heritage sites
Town sites
and urban
areas
Infrastructure Proximity to
3 phase
power lines
Proximity to
Restricted
Access
Vehicle
(RAV) 4 road
network
Internet
Access
Flood Risk
Physical Flood risk (1
in 100 AEP
Floodplain
Depth to
maximum
Groundwater
level
Groundwater
availability
Land
capability
(Soil)
3.4 Land use scenarios
Six land use scenarios were assessed for development and potential investment in
the PFZ.  The scenarios were determined in consultation with the DAFWA and take
into account predicted trends in food production, consumer expectations, land
capability and environmental constraints, water supply, infrastructure and labour
market.  These scenarios are described in Table 4 and shown as the nominated
Figures in Appendices B to G.  The scenarios were refined to minimise their potential
impact to nearby waterways, wetlands and residences.
Table 4 Land use Scenarios
Scenario Features Figure
Number
Appendix
Dryland pasture and grazing Rainfall dependent land use
for hay production and
grazing.
B1 - B11 B
Soil based horticulture,
annual
Irrigated soil based annual
horticultural crops produced
in open (uncovered)
paddocks.
C1 - C11 C
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Scenario Features Figure
Number
Appendix
Soil based horticulture,
perennial
Irrigated perennial crops
established in open
paddocks
D1- D11 D
Soil - based horticulture
(covered)
Irrigated horticultural crops,
established in-ground, but
covered to manage natural
elements particularly
temperature, rainfall and
wind.
E1 - E11 E
Non Soil-based horticulture
(Closed)
Engineered,
glasshouse/enclosed
production system that
features water re-use,
temperature and nutrient
control (i.e. no nutrient
export into the natural
environment).
F1 - F10 F
Closed loop livestock Engineered, feedlot and
intensive livestock system
designed to control water
use and prevent nutrient loss
into the natural environment.
G1 - G10 G
3.4.1 Dryland pasture and grazing.
The site suitability map for this system is presented in Appendix B, Figure B11 and shows that
the areas most suited to this system are predominately along the eastern edge of the PFZ and
toward the centre in the southern half of the zone. Most of the PFZ has adequate lot sizes for
grazing with smaller lots associated with special rural living and farmlet zones (Figure B1).
Suitability for grazing is strongly influenced by land capability with higher fertility soils more
common in the east of the PFZ on the Forrestfield and Pinjarra soil-landscape units. The major
constraint in determining the sites most suitable for this land use system is the phosphorous (P)
export risk (Figure B3).
On the Bassendean soil-landscape units in the western half of the PFZ, deep sandy, infertile
soils with minimal capacity to retain soil phosphorus and located close to the sensitive
waterways and wetlands, means these areas have a high risk of phosphorus export. Research
undertaken in the Peel region has provided evidence to show that grazing properties make
relatively large contributions to elevated phosphorus, poor water quality, algal blooms and fish
deaths in the Peel-Harvey waterways. As grazing is a permitted land use on rural land in the
Peel-Harvey, there is no suggestion that grazing will be restricted on these soil types. However,
it is anticipated that there will be increased pressure for landholders to change land
management, via soil amendment and improved fertiliser management. There is also an
opportunity to replace some areas used for grazing with closed loop systems, leading to a net
decrease in nutrient export on these areas.
Reducing the volume of P exported to the waterways is an important environmental imperative
for this region as has been expressed by state and local government and the broader
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community.  Figure B10 presents a summary of the suitability of each of the criteria and the
overall site suitability surface and it shows that flood risk, infrastructure and proximity to
sensitive human receptors are unconstrained for this land use.
3.4.2 Soil based irrigated horticulture (annual)
This land use system is most suited close to the eastern edge of the PFZ, Appendix C, Figure
C11.  Land capability (Figure C2), water availability and runoff are the features of this irrigated
system that has influenced the final site suitability surface.  Groundwater availability is
constrained along the eastern boundary of the PFZ and this is reflected in the final site
suitability surface where land is identified as highly constrained or unsuitable for this land use.
The risk of P export to waterways and wetlands (Figure C3) and proximity to receiving water
bodies (Figure B6) has also constrained the land available for this land use system.  The
proximity to sensitive human receptors (residences) identifies land in the south of the PFZ
(Figure C9) as highly unsuitable as residences must be separated from potential impacts
including spray drift, light and noise that can be the result of soil based irrigated horticultural
practices.
3.4.3 Soil based irrigated horticulture (perennial)
The site suitability surface map for this land use system is shown in Appendix D, Figure D11
and the summary maps are shown in Figure D10.  The features influencing the suitability of this
land use system are similar to those discussed for the soil-based irrigated annual horticultural
system.  Irrigated, perennial systems are most suited in the northeast corner of the PFZ and
inland of the eastern boundary.  Groundwater availability (Figure D5) identifies the eastern
boundary as highly unsuitable.
The high to extreme risk of P export (Figure D3) and proximity to receiving water bodies (Figure
D6) associated with Bassendean sands in the western half of the PFZ largely restricts suitability
for this land use to eastern half of the PFZ.
Along the eastern boundary, groundwater availability (Figure D5) is unsuitable for irrigation due
to lack of suitable aquifers on the footslopes of the Darling Scarp.
Residences within the southern section of the PFZ has constrained the suitability of the
perennial horticultural system as residences must be separated from potential impacts such as
spray drift, light and noise that may be the result of soil based perennial horticultural activities
(Figure D9).
3.4.4 Soil-based irrigated horticulture (covered)
The site suitability for the land use system, soil-based horticulture (covered) highlights a larger
area of the PFZ as being suitable (Appendix E, Figure E11). Generally, P export (Figure E3)
and groundwater availability (Figure E5) show suitability trends similar to those presented for
the soil-based irrigated horticultural system.  Covering horticultural crops has reduced the risk of
spray drift on residences and increases water use efficiency, thereby reducing potential runoff
or infiltration of nutrients into the soil profile. These factors have influenced the increase
suitable land area by decreasing the impact on receiving water bodies (Figure E6) and the
potential impact on sensitive receptors.
The factors that have influenced the increased suitable land area are the reduced risk of
affecting watercourses (Figure D6) and the potential impact on sensitive human receptors
(Figure 9). Land capability is a major influence of the sites most suitable for this land use
system reflecting its inherent soil fertility and water holding capability.
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3.4.5 Non Soil-based irrigated horticulture (closed)
The site suitability map for non-soil-based irrigated horticulture is shown in Appendix F, Figure
F10. This map shows this system is suited to the majority of land within the PFZ and is highly
suitable in areas proximate to existing infrastructure, specifically RAV4 vehicle networks (Figure
F6), 3 phase power (Figure F5) and internet access, (Figure F8).  The central corridor of the
PFZ is highly suitable for this system reflecting the RAV4 network established in the PFZ.  This
closed loop system assumes that neither water nor nutrients are exported from the site hence
the assessment of P export for this system was not required.  Access to irrigation water remains
a constraint hence this system is less suited to the eastern edge of the PFZ.  Proximity to
residences remains a hard constraint for this system due to potential amenity impacts caused
by increased traffic, noise and light.
3.4.6 Closed-loop intensive livestock
The site suitability surface for this land use system is shown in Appendix G, Figure G10. Where
the maximum groundwater depth model indicates an average depth between 0.5m and 2m, it is
assumed that landfill will be used to increase the separation to the shallow water table (Figure
G3). Designing a facility with at least a 2m separation distance considerably increases the area
that potentially suits the PFZ. By managing the risk of groundwater separation using landfill,
proximity to sensitive human receptors in the south of the zone is the major constraint, Figure
G7.  Proximity to established infrastructure, both the RAV4 vehicle network (Figure G6) and 3
phase power lines (Figure G5) has identified the central and northern section of the PFZ as the
area most suited to this land use.
3.5 Constraints and opportunities
The constraints and opportunities for the proposed PFZ have been conceptually presented in
Figure 5.  In summary, the factors most influential in determining the areas within the PFZ most
suited to each of the considered land use scenarios were:
 Urban and rural residential zonings
 Environmental assets
 Land capability
 Infrastructure.
The population centres within the PFZ are generally concentrated in the southern and northern
sections of the PFZ.  These areas will require attention to the distances (buffer) from agricultural
activities where impacts from spray drift, light and noise emissions may occur.  The
environmental features of the PFZ are widely regarded as valuable assets that are to be
protected and enhanced.  The environmental assets in the PFZ are reflected by the illustration
of the major waterways and established native remnant vegetation.  Most of the environmental
assets were listed as ‘Highly Unsuitable’ areas and therefore sites not suitable for food
production industries.  Land capability was an important determinant of the sites most suitable
for the soil-based industries.  The eastern half of the PFZ features the more inherently fertile
soils as shown by the darker shading along the eastern and southern parts of the PFZ.  Access
to infrastructure, roads, power and telecommunications were the influencing determinants for
the sites within the PFZ most suited to food production systems reliant on regular transport of
product in and out of facilities, reliable power supplies (for lighting and pumps) and efficient
telecommunications to allow for the efficient marketing of products.
In general terms, soil based land use scenarios are better suited to land in the eastern sections
of the PFZ, reflecting its higher land capability and lower P export risk.  Along the eastern
boundary of the PFZ, groundwater supplies are constrained.  The closed systems are generally
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suited to land that is close to established infrastructure, particularly the restricted access vehicle
(RAV4) road network and three-phase power. These land use systems, assume that production
requirements such as nutrients, water, light, temperature and pest control for both plants and
animals, will be provided and not reliant on seasonal conditions.
The datasets used in this study have been used at a ‘gross’ scale and therefore provide
indicative findings as to the suitability of each land use scenario within the PFZ.  Potential
investors looking to establish food-producing industries will be required to gain development
approval.  Due diligence will be required to confirm access to water, the site suitable for food
production, i.e. not contaminated, and there are no caveats on the land for environmental and
heritage purposes.
Regulators and the Peel community will expect that environmental conditions and standards will
be maintained, particularly noting organisations such as the Peel Harvey Catchment Council.
Where possible, investors to the region may be encouraged to invest in improving the
environmental health of the PFZ with revegetation programs, state of the art nutrient
management and monitoring practices and water quality management.
Opportunities may arise from interventions in the landscape, which alter land capability such as
mining operations. These interventions may reduce the impact of constraints associated with
nutrient retention and water availability.
A summary of the dominant themes (highly desirable criteria) for each of the land use systems
is shown in Table 5. All data have been provided to DAFWA in an electronic form to enable
future interrogation of the data.
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Table 5 Land use development opportunities in the Peel Food Zone (Preferred Criteria)
Scenario Lot area Flood Risk Groundwater
availability
Proximity to
receiving water
bodies
Proximity to 3
Phase powerlines
Proximity to RAV4
vehicle network
Proximity to
sensitive human
receptors
Depth to
Groundwater
(Separation
distance)
Internet
access
Phosphorous
Export Risk
Land
Capability
Dryland
pasture and
grazing
Cadastral lot sizes
>40 ha
Flood risk – outside
1 in 100 (1%) AEP
Floodplain
Proximity to
Serpentine and
Murray Rivers > 10km
Proximity to 3 Phase
Power Lines – within
1km of distribution
lines
Proximity to sealed
roads (truck access)
– within 1km of
sealed roads
Distance from
sensitive human
receptors >500m
Property
adjacent to
internet access
lines
<3-10% of the
map unit has a
high to extreme
hazard
>70% of the land
has moderate to
very high
capability, >70%
of the land has
high to very high
capability, 50-
70% of the land
has high to very
high capability
Soil-based
irrigated
horticulture
(Annual)
Cadastral lot size
greater than 20ha
Flood Risk –
outside 1 in 100
(1%) AEP
Floodplain
Groundwater
available Proximity toSerpentine and
Murray Rivers >15km
Proximity to 3 Phase
Power Lines – within
1km of distribution lines
Proximity to sealed
roads (truck access)
– within 1km of
sealed roads
Distance from
sensitive human
receptors >500m
<3-10% of the
map unit has a
high to extreme
hazard
>70% of the land
has moderate to
very high
capability, >70%
of the land has
high to very high
capability
Soil-based
irrigated
horticulture
(Perennial)
Cadastral lot size
greater than 20ha
Flood Risk –
outside 1 in 100
(1%) AEP
Floodplain
Proximity to
Serpentine and
Murray Rivers >15km
Proximity to 3 Phase
Power Lines – within
1km of distribution lines
Proximity to sealed
roads (truck access)
– within 1km of
sealed roads
Distance from
sensitive human
receptors >500m
<3-10% of the
map unit has a
high to extreme
hazard
>70% of the land
has moderate to
very high
capability, >70%
of the land has
high to very high
capability, 50-70%
of the land has
moderate to very
high capability
Soil-based
irrigated
horticulture
(Covered)
Cadastral lot size
greater than 20ha
Flood Risk –
outside 1 in 100
(1%) AEP
Floodplain
Groundwater water
available for
irrigation
Proximity to
Serpentine and
Murray Rivers >15km
Proximity to 3 Phase
Power Lines – within
1km of distribution lines
Proximity to sealed
roads (truck access)
– within 1km of
sealed roads
Distance from
sensitive human
receptors >500m
<3-10% of the
map unit has a
high to extreme
hazard
>70% of the land
has moderate to
very high
capability, >70%
of the land has
high to very high
capability
Non Soil-
based
horticulture
(Protected
Horticulture)
Cadastral lot size
greater than 5ha
Flood Risk –
outside 1 in 100
(1%) AEP
Floodplain
Groundwater
available for
irrigation
Proximity to 3 Phase
Power Lines less than
50m
Proximity to sealed
roads (truck access)
– within 1km of
sealed roads
Distance from
sensitive human
receptors >300m
Proximity to
existing internet
connections –
property
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Scenario Lot area Flood Risk Groundwater
availability
Proximity to
receiving water
bodies
Proximity to 3
Phase powerlines
Proximity to RAV4
vehicle network
Proximity to
sensitive human
receptors
Depth to
Groundwater
(Separation
distance)
Internet
access
Phosphorous
Export Risk
Land
Capability
adjacent to
internet access
lines
Closed loop
livestock Cadastral lot sizegreater than 20ha
Outside 1 in 100
(1%) annual
exceedance
probability (AEP)
Floodplain
Groundwater
available Proximity toSerpentine and
Murray Rivers >2km
Proximity to 3 Phase
Power Lines within 1km
Proximity to sealed
roads (truck access) -
within 1km of sealed
roads
Distance from
sensitive human
receptors >1.5km
Groundwater BGL
at max level >=
2m
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3.6 Stakeholder Consultation workshop
A number of stakeholders with business, environmental and government interest in the PFZ
were invited to a workshop held at the Keysbrook Community Hall on 5 April, 2017 to review
each of the land use scenarios and provide feedback on each of the maps.  The list of
attendees and apologies is provided in Appendix H.  This workshop had four objectives:
1. Provide an overview of the Peel Food Zone project
2. Provide an overview of the purpose and approach to this Project
3. Review and comment on each of the scenarios
4. Provide overall comments on the Project.
This section provides the responses for each of the scenarios and the Project.
3.6.1 General comments
Workshop attendees were generally of the view that their opinions and considerations were
heard. There was an overall agreement that the audience was lacking in representation from
current landholders.  DAFWA advised that a number of landholders were invited but had
declined the invitation.  Presentations to landholders in the region will occur over the coming
months.
This section summarises the overall discussion.
General Comments
There was general agreement that the northern boundary needed to be extended to include
Rowe Rd.
Some attendees suggested it was important to explore why food zones have not been
successful in other parts of Australia and overseas. Learning from their experiences is
important.  Similarly, understanding the perceived constraints for intensive food production
industries is important.  Attendees commented that establishing an area such as this without
understanding investment constraints could be limiting and lead to unnecessary mistakes, lost
time and loss of investors.
While developing land may bring growth and sustainability to the region, acknowledging those
already living and working in this region is very important.  Existing residents will need to be
educated as to how intensive farming systems may impact their lives, both positively (upgrade
to infrastructure and investment in environmental protection) and negatively (increased vehicle
numbers and noise).
Environmental Features
There are some significant environmental constraints in the PFZ, particularly the wetlands and
waterways.  There are very few remaining substantial stands of native vegetation in the zone,
with much of the landscape featuring isolated patches of bush.  The intensification of agricultural
and food production systems, if not managed well, may further degrade these remaining assets.
The opportunity to incorporate environmental management conditions should occur as the PFZ
area develops and investors bring ideas and technology to the region. The region, if managed
well, could be become the ‘Kings Park of the South’.  Environmental considerations will need to
be elevated into planning considerations and a planning language, common to the two Shires,
may need to be established so that natural assets and residences receive the same protection
as the investors.  Some land may need to be purchased by government and permanently
protected to ensure the environmental values of the area are not lost. Buffers are a good
example as most landholders do not intentionally invest in environmental buffers.
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As industries are developed in the PFZ, it will be essential that buffers and distances to
sensitive human receptors are maintained.
Industrial development
Investment in the PFZ offers opportunities for eco-tourism, agri-tourism and eco-industrial
opportunities.  Bush food as well as mass-produced food, could potentially be developed in this
region and so bring bus-loads of people through the area.  Similarly, there is the opportunity to
introduce niche animal processing (e.g. rabbit abattoir).
Infrastructure is key to industrial development.  Upgrading the existing road networks may be
required to attract investment.
Natural resources
The PFZ initiative provides an opportunity to add to existing data sets used to make planning
and regulatory decisions with data provided by private companies and individuals.  For example,
the mineral sands mining company currently mining in the PFZ may provide water and soil
quality monitoring data.  There is also the opportunity for companies to provide technical advice
on a range of land and water management practices that provide both production and
environmental benefits to the region.  Examples of potential data and management practices
are:
 Water quality data
 Groundwater data
 Soil rehabilitation practices
 Native vegetation revegetation and rehabilitation
 Management of wetlands and waterways
 Managing soil acidification and inherently acidic soils
 Improving Carbon (C) content in the soil profile, particularly topsoil
 Adding imported organic matter to the profile to improve water and nutrient holding
capacities
 Groundwater availability and other sources of supply.  Water supplied to the agricultural
industries is unlikely to be sourced outside the region, but supplied by groundwater,
harvesting, recycling and managed aquifer recharge2.
3.6.2 Land use scenarios and stakeholder comments
There was general support for the concept of the PFZ, although there was some concern that
there was not enough representation of current landholders attending this workshop.  DAFWA
and PDC intend to undertake additional presentations in the region following the completion of
this study.
Attendees were invited to review each of the land use scenarios.  Maps for each scenario were
placed on tables with a representative from DAFWA at each table recording comments. Table 5
provides a summary of the comments for each scenario.
Where possible, amendments recommended by attendees to maps were made to the final sets
of maps provided in this Report.  This included extending the northern boundary of the PFZ.
2 Andy Ellet, Project Manager for the Peel Water Initiative provided a brief outline of this project and its links with
the PFZ.
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Table 6 Stakeholder comments for each land use scenario
Land use Scenario Comments
Dryland pasture and grazing –What support is to be provided to existing landholders
–Engagement of existing landholders to change their management practices is needed
–Different models of operating/leasing should be considered
–Opportunities to improve degraded wetlands should be part of this Project
–Pasture may be the answer. Carbon sinks would be established and pasture slows down water flow in the landscape thereby reducing nutrient runoff. They also provide a useful
buffer
–Move the boundary to the north
–Environmental values very important to be protected ‘Kings Park’ status should be the focus
Soil-based irrigated horticulture (annual) –The northern boundary of the PFZ to be extended to Rowe Rd
–Best practice nutrient management is required to reduce risk of nutrient loss from farming systems
–Constraints of SPP 2.1 may limit opportunities
–Government decision-makers may not take risks in decision-making in order to approve new industries
–Should we be measuring outcomes rather than inputs or prescribing processes
–Have we asked people who have not invested why they chose not to do so
–Have all future zones in rural strategies been incorporated as no go areas or sensitive land uses
–Bush fire risk should be a data set included in this work
–Climate change and sea level rise need to be taken into account
Soil-based irrigated horticulture
(Perennial)
–Potential land use constraint in farmlet zone around North Dandalup
–Eastern boundary has potential landscape implications depending on use
–Contour implications for ‘useability’, refer Shire of Murray Hills Landscape Precinct Plan
–Push boundary of the PFZ to the north
–Remove ‘special zone’
Soil-based irrigated horticulture (Covered) –Most people are comfortable with this concept
–Why restrict the area to <20ha
–Opportunity to control nutrient losses from rainfall
– Likely to be an economic option for producers on cheaper land (further east) without building glasshouses
–Some tourism opportunities
–Controlling what happens to rainfall is important and how will this be received by regulators
–There is an issue with the planning framework and land use permissibility for intensive agriculture in the rural residential lots.
–There is an opportunity to harvest rainfall for other production systems
–Visual amenity on the eastern boundary may be an issue
Non soil-based irrigated horticulture
(Closed)
–Biosecurity is an important aspect to manage
–Any carbon-based products should be recycled
–Clusters will enhance waste collection efficiency
–Do we really need to build a trial farm if the systems are as attractive as marketed? Immediate investment will create immediate jobs
–Why are buffer distances so important
–Keeping up with technology changes is important
– Investors will need certainty
Closed loop intensive livestock –Always check with DoW for water availability and our knowledge of groundwater availability is generally limited in this region
–What land uses in the Nambeelup are approved.
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Land use Scenario Comments
–Make sure separation distances are correctly assessed
Current land use map –Have all existing mining approved areas been captured
–Mining company will be willing to share soil and water data to improve knowledge of the area
–Airport is important to the PFZ
–Support for a larger area and then reduce area if required
–Eco-industrial land and nature reserves should be incorporated into the PFZ to protect the environmental values
– If one of the critical success factors is ownership of the land then why don’t we focus on the community government owned land at Keralup for this initiative
–Focusing on one parcel of land may provide the catalyst for other investors
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4. Implementation
This Chapter describes the pathway to implementation of the PFZ.  The Chapter begins with a
review of interstate and international examples of similar initiatives. Discussion on the planning
framework and development approval process concludes this Chapter.
4.1 Ongoing intensification of Australian agriculture
The terms of trade for Australian agricultural enterprises (i.e. prices received for outputs relative
to prices paid for inputs) has been on a steady decline over the long-term. This trend is
common across developed countries with globally competitive agricultural sectors, where
farmers rely on ongoing productivity gains (i.e. increasing volume of outputs relative to inputs) in
order to remain competitive, see Figure 6.
Figure 6 Australian farmers’ terms of trade and productivity
Source: ABARES 2017
In order to lift productivity, Australian farms have increased in scale, either through expanded
area and/or increased intensity of production per unit of land. Intensification has been observed
in the increased yields and production from broadacre land, as well as the expansion of
intensive agricultural sectors including feedlots, piggeries, poultry farms and horticultural
production. This has resulted in an increase in “total factor productivity” to offset the declining
terms of trade (Figure 6).
4.2 The need for planning intensive agricultural production
Traditionally, agricultural production has been established in particular geographic locations
based on the available natural resources, e.g. climate, soil and available water resources.
However, through technological change, improved infrastructure and access to inputs,
agricultural production has intensified and therefore become less reliant on natural resources.
Some agricultural enterprises, including greenhouse and intensive animal production, are now
highly reliant on having ready and reliable access to markets, feed, water, electricity and labour.
Land capability and climate often has little or no impact on these enterprises.
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Despite being less reliant on natural resources, there appear to be fewer suitable locations for
intensive agricultural enterprises due to both their high reliance on external factors
(infrastructure, services, markets, inputs) and their increased external impact on amenity.
As agricultural enterprises have intensified, so too has demand for smaller lifestyle properties
particularly in semi-rural areas. If allowed to co-exist, these types of land-use often result in
conflict due to noise, odour and visual amenity issues. Intensive agricultural enterprises can
equally cause land-use conflict with traditional agricultural enterprises as well as other intensive
farms, due to production risks including chemical spray drift, biosecurity threats, nutrient run-off,
etc.
Traditionally, most agricultural enterprises have been catered for under broad Rural or Farming
Zones. However, the increased potential for land use conflict has forced many councils and
planning authorities around Australia to consider more nuanced policy and planning controls,
within rural planning schemes. In some cases, authorities have sought to encourage intensive
agricultural enterprises in particular areas, zones, precincts or clusters. This approach is
usually used to achieve two key outcomes:
 Make best use of supporting infrastructure and services (e.g. water, energy, transport,
processing, markets)
 Minimise land use conflict, through the grouping of like businesses.
Discussed below are some examples of intensive agricultural zones, precincts or clusters in
Australia and overseas.
4.2.1 National
Golden Plains Food Production Precinct, Victoria
In 2014, the Golden Plains Shire launched a Food Production Precinct, consisting of 4 000ha of
agricultural land, 30 km north of Geelong, Victoria.3. This precinct, considered the first of its
kind in Australia, aims to attract intensive animal production, horticulture, aquaculture, waste
management, energy technology and complementary businesses such as food processing.
Advantages for investors include the strategic location in relation to markets and transport
options (road, rail, sea and air export), access to skilled labour, infrastructure and services (in
particular potable water) as well as policy support from local government and other agencies.
Once fully developed, the Shire anticipates the precinct will attract over $160m of agribusiness
investment, more than 770 jobs and generate an additional $50m per annum of regional output.
The precinct was the culmination of over 10 years planning, including the following steps:
1. Preliminary studies into markets, infrastructure and planning requirements for intensive
animal and food production (2004-2006)
2. Business Case (2012)
3. Concept Plan (2014)4
4. Investment Strategy and promotional video (2015)
5. Development Applications open (2015)
3 http://www.weeklytimesnow.com.au/news/australias-first-designated-food-production-precinct-
has-been-launched-between-geelong-and-ballarat-in-victoria/news-
story/dd17baf7e6decb9bd8f40bb9af380c0a
4 https://www.goldenplains.vic.gov.au/business/major-projects/golden-plains-food-production-
precinct
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6. Construction of an 18km potable water pipeline completed (2016).
GHD consulted with Golden Plains Shire to identify some key information and learnings from
the Precinct development, and these are outlined below.
 The establishment of the precinct was a long-term process for the Shire requiring a
dedicated staff member to secure infrastructure funding and policy support from State
Government, the local water authority and other agencies. Development is only now
starting to occur and it will be a number of years before the vision is realised.
 The Shire undertook extensive consultation with landholders and industry to understand the
specific issues and needs. Even so, it was difficult to predict exactly which types of
enterprises would be developed in the precinct. For example, the Shire received
considerably more interest from egg producers than expected, however less interest has
been received from horticultural producers.
 The Shire made a conscious decision to develop the precinct without introducing any
special planning overlays or amendments. This resulted in the precinct not having a clearly
defined boundary (other than the areas serviced by the water pipeline). This decision has
also avoided placing unnecessary restrictions on development options, as the Shire did not
want to pre-empt the market for land. However, with a broad range of uses currently
permitted in the precinct, the Shire must ensure it gives careful consideration to
development applications, to avoid conflicts with existing or future developments.
 Biosecurity has been a key issue and constraint, particularly with intensive animal
industries, which require large separation distances. There has been considerable interest
from free-range animal producers, however these types of production systems can result in
increased biosecurity risk for neighbouring producers. In some cases, real or perceived
biosecurity issues emerged which were not addressed in industry planning codes or
guidelines. For example, glasshouse horticultural producers were hesitant to develop land
adjoining intensive animal enterprises due to a perceived risk of airborne pathogens,
contamination etc.
 In terms of infrastructure, the potable water pipeline (funded in part by the local water
authority and state government) has proven to be the key incentive for investors. Road and
power infrastructure was mostly already in place. Initially many producers said they would
need natural gas, however to date no developments have requested it. On the other hand,
telecommunications infrastructure is becoming increasingly important.
The Northern Adelaide Plains Agribusiness Initiative, South Australia
The Northern Adelaide Plains (NAP) is located to the north of Adelaide and comprises the
councils of City of Playford, City of Salisbury, District Council of Mallala, Barossa Council, Light
Regional Council and Wakefield Regional Council. The region generates over one-third of
South Australia’s horticulture production, approximately 170 000 tonnes (t) of fresh produce,
valued at over $340m per annum (PIRSA 2016).
Under the Northern Adelaide Plains Agribusiness Initiative, the South Australian Government is
implementing a range of initiatives aimed at lifting production and value adding within this region
as discussed below.
Northern Adelaide Food Park is a 40ha site which is being developed to provide food
manufacturers and food processing businesses, together with food packaging, storage and
logistics companies, the opportunity to establish in a dedicated food precinct, with access to
infrastructure and services on the one site.
Northern Adelaide Irrigation Scheme (NAIS) is a project with aims to make available 20GL of
recycled water per annum to industry through the augmentation of the Bolivar Waste Water
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Treatment Plant, increased winter water storage capacity, and the development of a new
distribution network.
The Northern Adelaide Plains and Pest Free Area (PFA) is being developed by Biosecurity
South Australia. This certification will ensure the region meets the international standard for
phytosanitary measures, which sets out the requirements for fruit fly pest-free status to be
declared. Certification will provide international recognition, enabling growers to export high
quality horticultural commodities to important trading partners within three days of harvest,
without the need for treatments.
Penrith Agribusiness Precinct, New South Wales
In 2013, the Penrith City Council engaged GHD to investigate the potential development of an
agribusiness precinct in Western Sydney. Opportunities were identified for the precinct to
support agricultural production, food processing and distribution, tourism as well as related
office, retail and research facilities.
The key requirements for the precinct included:
 Appropriate zoning and streamlined approvals process
 Access to utilities, including water, waste management, gas, electricity, sewage and
possibly centralised refrigerated warehousing and logistics services
 Transport linkages for sourcing supply and distribution
 Access to labour
 Financing; the proponent of the venture should be able to provide financial incentives to
tenants with access to grants, low interest loans, tax minimisation incentives and/or
reduced Council rates.
At this stage (2017), while the Penrith City Council has not developed a standalone
agribusiness precinct, there is continuing support for an “Agripark” in this peri-urban region. An
Agripark is seen as an innovation corridor which can straddle agricultural, technological and
manufacturing attributes within designated employment lands. See “Western Sydney
Innovation Corridor Discussion Paper” (August 2015)
https://www.westernsydney.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0010/970867/Innovation_Corridor_-
_Discussion_Paper.pdf
Western Sydney Parklands Trust, New South Wales
The Western Sydney Parklands Trust established in 2006, is responsible for managing an area
of over 5 280ha of publically owned land and has a vision of ‘a place for people of all
backgrounds to meet, celebrate, learn, play and appreciate the environment. The Parklands will
be a venue for communities to create and manage a new sustainable future on the Cumberland
Plain.
The Western Sydney Parklands Plan of Management 2020 lists urban farming as one of its five
key strategic directions with a commitment of delivering over 500ha of land for urban farming.
The largest area devoted to urban farming is the Horsley Park precinct covering an area of
close to 159ha to be divided into 11 lots ranging in size from five to 31ha. The precinct will
involve a range of intensive agricultural land uses focused on glasshouses, market gardens and
orchards (Planisphere 2012).
Note that in addition to being an example of a production only agribusiness precinct, the
precinct is potentially a competitor with Penrith Agribusiness Precinct in attracting suitable
tenants.
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Somersby, New South Wales
An agribusiness park was proposed on a 67ha site which was formerly the Department of
Primary Industry (DPI) research site at Somersby on the Central Coast, NSW. It was proposed
that this site would have a concentration of greenhouse horticulture grown in glasshouses in
order to ensure year round crop production. This site is well located within easy reach of the F3
freeway and Somersby Industrial Park. So far this agribusiness park has not proceeded.
South West Food Processing Precinct, Western Australia
A site at Waterloo near Bunbury, WA has been identified as the most preferred location for the
proposed South West Food Processing Precinct. This precinct would cater for a range of food
processing and value adding activities including meat processing, milk processing and
rendering.
This site was selected over five alternate sites in the region, based on an evaluation of land
status, infrastructure, transport linkages, environment, waste management, workforce, services
and support business, social amenity impacts and strategic potential.
The 1 511ha site was the largest of the shortlisted sites, which provides potential for retaining
buffers within site boundaries.
The site will now be subject to more detailed investigations and feasibility assessments.
City of Busselton: Viticulture and Tourism Zone, Western Australia
The Viticulture and Tourism Zone was introduced in the City of Busselton in recognition of the
interdependence of the viticultural industry and tourist attractions, facilities and activities.
The zone aims to provide for the development of the viticultural industry while allowing tourism
activities including wine sales, restaurants and cellar door tastings.
Campaspe Shire, City of Greater Shepparton, and Moira Shire, Victoria
Campaspe Shire, City of Greater Shepparton, and Moira Shire undertook a Regional Rural
Land Use Strategy with the outcome being a series of planning scheme amendments
(Campaspe C69, City of Greater Shepparton C121 and Moira Shire C51).  The amendments
established four farming zones to allow for different land (soil) and farming types to be
distinguished with clear guidance to be given on minimum lot sizes for each zone.
In addition, intensive agricultural industry clusters are recognised in the planning schemes of
the Campaspe Shire (C21.04) and City of Greater Shepparton (C21.06), with these policies
aimed at potential future growth, consolidation and niche areas based on land capability and
subdivision patterns. In particular, the policies identify preferred locations for intensive farming
such as piggeries in the Patho Plains, and locations where intensive animal husbandry should
be avoided, such as in irrigation or tourism areas.
Strathbogie Special Use Zone, Victoria
In 2006, the Strathbogie Shire in Victoria sought to introduce a Special Use Zone (SUZ) of more
than 40 000ha, aimed primarily at accommodating the expansion of intensive broiler farming
and piggeries. Many existing broadacre producers within the proposed SUZ opposed the
proposal due to concerns that separation zones around intensive animal facilities (often
extending onto neighbouring properties) would remove their development rights. Shire
residents also had general concerns about loss of amenity due to odour, dust, traffic etc.
Because of community opposition, the Shire decided not to pursue the SUZ. Instead, a
Sustainable Intensive Agriculture Policy (Clause 22.02) was introduced, which outlines the
Shire’s broad objectives and requirements for intensive agricultural development applications.
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4.2.2 International
Mawashi, Qatar
Located at Al Wukair southwest of Doha, this 100ha park is primarily scoped as a slaughtering
facility for both public and commercial use, but also consists of fruit and vegetable markets,
hotel, staff housing, mosque, livestock areas, auction areas, restaurants, amenities (banks, post
office, grocery store etc), coldstores, corporate facilities, and fertiliser production. Although this
park is tailored towards the Middle Eastern market culture, it provides a good example of an
integrated business model. An agibusiness precinct in the Peel Region would benefit from
integrating commercial and public facilities. By exposing the public to the commercial side of
food production, it would promote greater tolerance of agricultural activity within peri-urban
areas.
Park Supermarket, Holland
The Park Supermarket concept model, which made the shortlist in the World Architecture
Awards 2011 (in the Future Projects–Landscape category) is based on the cultivation and
harvesting of food in the metropolitan parks of the Randstad. It allows people to select
vegetables straight from the plots where they are grown. The Park Supermarket is based on
small flexible plots of one hectare or more.
In all, about 1 600ha of land would be converted in the project to small-scale plots with grocery
shopping. However, Park Supermarket is not just a food growing area it is also a recreational
space and an opportunity for city-dwellers to enjoy both nature and healthy food at their
doorsteps.
The Park Supermarket is planned to be easily accessible to residents within a 10-minute drive
by car or a 15-minute bike ride away.
It will also cater for the 177 cultural groups living in the area, by allowing residents to not just
select produce from the plots, but also have input into what vegetables they would like to have
grown.
To cater for the variety of needs, the Park Supermarket includes the creation of three climate
zones — moderate, Mediterranean and tropical — and raised water levels, to allow a diverse
range of produce to be grown. The different zones will be powered using sustainable energy
sources, such as locally-produced solar energy and geothermal heat. Warmth-storing snake-
shaped walls, water spray roofs and floor heating will allow everything from risotto rice to
avocados to be grown within the Park Supermarket.
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Genesee Valley Agri-Business Park, New York State
Genesse Valley Agri-Business Park is an 80ha “shovel ready” park dedicated to agri-business
and renewable energy. The park sits in the heart of West New York (2.1m people) and primarily
provides dairy and vegetables and combines Agri-business and processing.
Infrastructure for the park was funded by three levels of government (State/County/Town). Low
cost water is supplied to the park, with on-site water treatment shared amongst park tenants.
Tax incentives are provided at local and State level with low cost financing deals and grants
offered through Farm Credit of Western New York who have an equity stake in the park. A
Public Private Partnership arrangement was setup to fund the venture.
Being close to the dairy belt, the park has attracted large dairy processors such as Lactalis
setting up large yoghurt processing facilities along with other multi-nationals such as Kraft, Birds
Eye and Coca Cola. The links to major transport hubs (road and rail) makes the location
attractive to these producers.
A $1m federal grant from the U.S. Economic Development Agency to finish the construction of
an aquifer direct water system for food processors at the Genesee Valley Agri-Business Park,
which will benefit producers Muller Quaker Dairy and Alpina Foods, is an example of cost
sharing within the park.
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4.2.3 Other planning approaches for intensive agriculture
A number of Councils, sometimes as part of a wider region, have prepared land capability
studies and rural plans and sought to formally identify areas for various agricultural production
methods, including intensive operations.
4.3 Land use conflict
Land use conflicts typically arise when intensive agricultural activities negatively affect the
amenity of adjoining residents, via excessive odour, noise or visual impact. Land use conflicts
can also occur between agricultural enterprises, due to production issues such as biosecurity
risk, spray drift from chemical applications and potential loss of organic or other certifications.
Table 7 provides a summary of potential land use conflicts between different intensive land
uses.
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Table 7 Potential sources of land use conflict
Production Conflicts Amenity Conflicts
Impacted
Land use
Source
Land use
1. Dryland crop
and pasture and
grazing
2. Soil-based
irrigated
horticulture
(Annual)
3. Soil based
irrigated
horticulture
(Perennial)
4. Non Soil –
based irrigated
horticulture
(Glasshouses)
5. Shedded
poultry and
piggeries
Sensitive human
receptors
1. Dryland crop and
pasture and grazing
Spray drift
Cultivation dust
Spray drift
Cultivation dust
Spray drift
Cultivation dust
Spray drift
Cultivation dust
None
2. Soil-based irrigated
horticulture (Annual)
Spray drift Spray drift Spray drift Spray drift
Cultivation dust
Noise (Scare guns)
Noise (scare guns)
Visual
3. Soil based irrigated
horticulture (Perennial)
Spray drift Spray drift Spray drift Spray drift
Cultivation dust
Noise (scare guns)
Noise (scare guns)
Visual
4. Non Soil – based
irrigated horticulture
(Glasshouses)
None None None None Visual
5. Shedded poultry and
piggeries
None None
Food safety
concerns (airborne
pathogens)
None
Food safety
concerns (airborne
pathogens)
None
Food safety
concerns (airborne
pathogens)
Biosecurity
(1,000m buffer
recommended)
Odour
Noise (trucks)
Visual
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4.4 Required separation distances between intensive
agricultural enterprises and sensitive land uses
State Planning Policy 2.5 – Rural Land (SPP 2.5) identifies the need to consider the broad
suitability of land uses and the ability to manage offsite impacts including the potential need for
buffers.  While there is a general presumption against the introduction of sensitive land uses
that may compromise existing and future primary production, it is acknowledged that some land
uses may have off-site impacts and that separation distances used in environmental policy and
health guidance should be utilised in these cases.
Various Environmental Codes of Practice and Guidelines attempt to limit the risk of land use
conflict through requirements for separation distances (or buffers) between sensitive land uses.
Table 8 below lists recommended separation distances for the WA broiler farms, feedlots and
piggeries.
Table 8 Separation distances
Facility Separation distance to sensitive land use
Environmental
Code of Practice for
Poultry Farms in
Western Australia
 Residential zone 500m
 Rural-residential zone 300m
 Property boundary 100m
 Other poultry facility 1 000m
Guidelines for the
Environmental
Management of
Beef Cattle
Feedlots in
Western Australia
 Groundwater table(wet season level) 1.5m
 Banks of watercourses that flow intermittently 50m
 Property boundary 50m
 Private water supply bores and dams 100m
 Banks of permanent streams and rivers 100m
 Conservation wetlands (as identified by the Water and Rivers
Commission) 200m
 Boundary of wetland vegetation around estuaries and lakes
200m
 Neighbouring isolated residences or public amenities 1 000m
 Populated townsite (residential areas) 5 000m
Environmental
guidelines for new
and existing
piggeries
(>5 000 pigs)
 Isolated rural dwellings 300m
 Neighbouring rural property boundaries 50m
 Populated townsite (residential areas) 5 000m
 Major water courses 300m
Draft Environmental
Guidelines for
Separation
distances between
industrial and
sensitive land uses
Market gardens 300-500m
Orchards 500m
Turf farms 500m
Vineyards 500m
Where a development generating off-site impacts cannot meet the environmental and health
requirements, then more detailed consideration of the off-site impacts are required.  In
determining the appropriate buffer the following matters should be taken into account:
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 Separation distances recommended in Government policy and guidance
 Whether the design/operation meets prescribed standards
 Whether management plans associated with the proposal can be implemented
 Need for environmental licensing and/or works approval
 Potential cumulative impacts
 Whether modelling is required where impacts are anticipated to exceed the parameters
establish by Government policy and guidance
 The need to ensure that modelling is undertaken in accordance with Government policy or
guidelines.
Pursuant to SPP 2.5 where a buffer has been determined in accordance with the above, they
can be implemented through the following planning mechanisms:
 Identified through a special control area  with related provisions
 Identified on structure plans
 Notifications on title advising purchasers or either a statutory buffer or a land use that may
affect residential amenity at the time of subdivision.
4.5 Factors determining the success of industry zones, clusters
or precincts
In 2002, the Harvard Business School completed the Cluster Meta Study (Van der Linde, 2003),
which compiled information from 833 industry clusters from around the world, including 73
involving food or beverage industries. The study identified five key determinants of a clusters
competitiveness (or success), outlined in Figure 7.
Figure 7 Determinants of cluster competitiveness
The study found that the supply of inputs (factor conditions) was usually the principal reason or
justification for the establishment of industry clusters. However to be competitive and
successful into the future, industry clusters usually require strength in other areas, including
demand conditions, supporting industries, government support etc. The benefits from
encouraging competition between businesses (context for strategy and rivalry) was rarely
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considered during the establishment of industry clusters, however often proved to be a key
determinant of success (Figure 8).
Figure 8 Reasons for ongoing cluster competitiveness
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5. Conclusion
The vision to establish a Food Zone in the Peel region, while challenging, promises to bring
investment, vibrancy and sustainability to the region.  Existing planning frameworks and
terminology will need to be finalised in order to establish a ‘planning language’ that can be
applied across a zone that encompasses the jurisdictions of two local government authorities.
Attracting investors who are keen to invest in the region and so take advantage of market
conditions is likely to require government decision-makers and regulators to facilitate approval
processes in shorter time frames than may ordinarily be the case and operating conditions will
need to be pragmatic in terms of time and money.
While establishing the PFZ facilitates future growth and development of this region, the
sensitivities of the natural environment and residences must be protected. For example,
environmental conditions that continue to protect and improve the health of waterways and
wetlands, native vegetation and water availability in a drying climate must be maintained as the
PFZ develops. Similarly, amenity values, particularly visual, noise, spray drift and light, must be
taken into account as the Zone develops.
This study found that the key factors determining where future industries were most suited were:
 Phosphorous export
 Land capability
 Access to infrastructure
 Groundwater availability; and
 Proximity to sensitive human residences.
In broad terms, soil based production industries were most suited to the eastern half of the zone
where there is improved land capability and a reduced risk of P export.  Access to infrastructure
was a key factor for the more intensive industries, such as the covered, above ground industries
and intensive livestock production.  Proximity to residences further refined the areas suitable for
each of the studied land use scenarios.
The findings of this work can only be applied in broad terms and do not provide enough detail to
influence specific investment opportunities.  Investors will still be required to investigate specific
features of potential investment properties for heritage constraints, water availability, potential
contamination and other caveats.
The next stages of this work will be to refine the planning framework and environmental
conditions for the PFZ while taking into consideration the views of the existing landholders.
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Meeting Outcomes
23 January 2017
Meeting: Stakeholder Workshop for determining criteria ratings of criteria related to the land use
scenarios for the Peel Food Zone
Meeting Facilitator: Matti Mikkonnen
Attendees:
Geoff Strickland DAFWA
Heather Percy DAFWA
Rohan Prince DAFWA
Rodney Safstrom DAFWA
Rob Summers DAFWA
Trina Anderson DAFWA
Phil Goulding DAFWA
Linda Cunningham PDC
David Arkwright PDC
Fionnuala Hannon GHD
Matti Mikkonen GHD
Alex Feeney GHD
Apologies
Pat Page DAFWA
Agenda
I. Sign in and Introductions
II. Review of Workshop Goals and format
III. Review data sets
IV. Criteria Weightings
a. Infrastructure Values
b. Environmental Values
c. Social Values
d. Physical Values
V. Review of Results
VI. Comments and Queries
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Appendix B - Dryland pasture and grazing.
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Land Area Landgate Geospatial Database N/A 999
Cadastral lot size less than 40 hectares 100
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N/A 20
Cadastral lot size greater than (or equal to) 40 hectares 10
N/A 1
Land Zonings Buffer Distance to Sensitive Receptors (Human) N/A 999
N/A 100
N/A 40
<40m from sensitive zonings 20
40-500m from sensitive zonings 10
>500m from sensitive zonings 1
Land Capability Soil Landscape Mapping (DAFWA) N/A 999
>70% of the land has low to very low capability 100
50-70% of the land has low to very low capability 40
N/A 20
50-70% of the land has moderate to very high capability 10
>70% of the land has moderate to very high capability, >70% of the land has high to very high capability, 50-70% of the land has high to very high capability 1
Land Capability Phosphorus Export Risk (DAFWA) N/A 999
>70% of the map unit has a high to extreme hazard, 50-70% of the map unit has a high to extreme hazard 100
30-50% of the map unit has a high to extreme hazard 40
N/A 20
10-30% of the map unit has a high to extreme hazard, <3% of the map unit has a high to extreme hazard, 3-10% of the map unit has a high to extreme hazard 10
N/A 1
Water Flood Risk (DoW) N/A 999
N/A 100
N/A 40
N/A 20
Inside 1 in 100 (1%) AEP Floodplain 10
Outside 1 in 100 (1%) AEP Floodplain 1
Water Proximity to Water Courses (nutrient risk) N/A 999
0-<2km from Murray and Serpentine Rivers 100
2-5km from Murray and Serpentine Rivers 40
>5 - 10km from Murray and Serpentine Rivers 20
>10 - 15km from Murray and Serpentine Rivers 10
>15km from Murray and Serpentine Rivers 1
Electricity Proximity to 3 Phase Power Lines N/A 999
N/A 100
N/A 40
Outside 1km of distribution lines 20
N/A 10
Within 1km of distribution lines 1
Transport Proximity to Sealed Roads (truck access) N/A 999
N/A 100
N/A 40
Outside 1km of sealed roads 20
N/A 10
Within 1km of sealed roads 1
Internet Access Proximity to Existing Internet Connections N/A 999
N/A 100
N/A 40
Property not adjacent to internet access lines 20
N/A 10
Property adjacent to internet access lines 1
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Soil-based irrigated horticulture (annual) -Land Capabilityo
Date
Data source:  Landgate: Virtual Mosaic - 20170423; GHD: Study Area - 20170419, Land capability - 201702 (based on DAFWA Soil Landscape Mapping); MRWA: State roads - 20140723.  Created by:mmikkonen
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Soil-based irrigated horticulture (annual) -Phosphorus Export Risko
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Data source:  Landgate: Virtual Mosaic - 20170423; GHD: Study Area - 20170419; MRWA: State roads - 20140723; DAFWA: Phosphorus export risk - 20170120.  Created by:mmikkonen
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Soil-based irrigated horticulture (annual) -Flood Risko
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Data source:  Landgate: Virtual Mosaic - 20170423; GHD: Study Area - 20170419; MRWA: State roads - 20140723; DoW: Floodplain Mapping - 20160420.  Created by:mmikkonen
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Soil-based irrigated horticulture (annual) -Groundwater Availabilityo
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Data source:  Landgate: Virtual Mosaic - 20170423; GHD: Study Area - 20170419, Groundwater availability - 20170221; MRWA: State roads - 20140723; DAFWA: Soil landscape mapping - 20170111; DoW: Groundwater subareas - 20170214.  Created by:mmikkonen
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Soil-based irrigated horticulture (annual) -Proximity to Major Receiving Waterbodieso
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Data source:  Landgate: Virtual Mosaic - 20170423, Water courses - 20170118; GHD: Study Area - 20170419, Proximity to water courses - 20170208; MRWA: State roads - 20140723.  Created by:mmikkonen
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Soil-based irrigated horticulture (annual) -Proximity to 3 Phase Power Lineso
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Data source:  Landgate: Virtual Mosaic - 20170423; GHD: Study Area - 20170419, Proximity to power lines - 20170208; MRWA: State roads - 20140723; DAFWA: 3 phase power - 20170120.  Created by:mmikkonen
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Data source:  Landgate: Virtual Mosaic - 20170423; GHD: Study Area - 20170419, Proximity to sealed roads - 20170208; MRWA: State roads - 20140723; DAFWA: Sealed roads - 20170120.  Created by:mmikkonen
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Soil-based irrigated horticulture (annual) -Proximity to SensitiveHuman Receptorso
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Data source:  Landgate: Virtual Mosaic - 20170303; GHD: Study Area - 20170208, Proximity to sensitive land uses - 20170208; MRWA: State roads - 20140723; DAFWA: Zonings - 20170120.  Created by:mmikkonen
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Soil-based irrigated horticulture (annual) -Criteria and Suitability Summaryo
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Data source:  Landgate: Virtual Mosaic - 20170423; GHD: Study Area - 20170419, Suitabili ty mapping - 20170423; MRWA: State roads - 20140723.  Created by:mmikkonen
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Soil-based irrigated horticulture (annual) -Overall Suitability
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Data source: GHD: Study area - 20170419, Overall suitability - 20170423; Landgate: Aerial photography - Virtual mosaic 20170423, Roads - 20170116; Geoscience Australia: Townsite/locality - Geodata Topo 250K 2006.  Created by:mmikkonen
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50-70% of the land has moderate to very high capability 10
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Land Capability Phosphorus Export Risk (DAFWA) N/A 999
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Water Groundwater Availability N/A 999
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Soil-based irrigated horticulture (perennial) -Lot Areao
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Data source:  Landgate: Virtual Mosaic - 20170423; GHD: Study Area - 20170419, Lot area - 201702 (based on Landgate cadastre); MRWA: State roads - 20140723.  Created by:mmikkonen
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Soil-based irrigated horticulture (perennial) -Land Capabilityo
Date
Data source:  Landgate: Virtual Mosaic - 20170423; GHD: Study Area - 20170419, Land capability - 201702 (based on DAFWA Soil Landscape Mapping); MRWA: State roads - 20140723.  Created by:mmikkonen
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Soil-based irrigated horticulture (perennial) -Phosphorus Export Risko
Date
Data source:  Landgate: Virtual Mosaic - 20170423; GHD: Study Area - 20170419; MRWA: State roads - 20140723; DAFWA: Phosphorus export risk - 20170120.  Created by:mmikkonen
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Soil-based irrigated horticulture (perennial) -Flood Risko
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Data source:  Landgate: Virtual Mosaic - 20170423; GHD: Study Area - 20170419; MRWA: State roads - 20140723; DoW: Floodplain Mapping - 20160420.  Created by:mmikkonen
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Soil-based irrigated horticulture (perennial) -Groundwater Availabilityo
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Data source:  Landgate: Virtual Mosaic - 20170423; GHD: Study Area - 20170419, Groundwater availability - 20170221; MRWA: State roads - 20140723; DAFWA: Soil landscape mapping - 20170111; DoW: Groundwater subareas - 20170214.  Created by:mmikkonen
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Soil-based irrigated horticulture (perennial) -Proximity to Major Receiving Waterbodieso
Date
Data source:  Landgate: Virtual Mosaic - 20170423, Water courses - 20170118; GHD: Study Area - 20170419, Proximity to water courses - 20170208; MRWA: State roads - 20140723.  Created by:mmikkonen
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Soil-based irrigated horticulture (perennial) -Proximity to 3 Phase Power Lineso
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Data source:  Landgate: Virtual Mosaic - 20170423; GHD: Study Area - 20170419, Proximity to power lines - 20170208; MRWA: State roads - 20140723; DAFWA: 3 phase power - 20170120.  Created by:mmikkonen
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Data source:  Landgate: Virtual Mosaic - 20170423; GHD: Study Area - 20170419, Proximity to sealed roads - 20170208; MRWA: State roads - 20140723; DAFWA: Sealed roads - 20170120.  Created by:mmikkonen
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Data source:  Landgate: Virtual Mosaic - 20170423; GHD: Study Area - 20170419, Proximity to sensitive land uses - 20170423; MRWA: State roads - 20140723; DAFWA: Zonings - 20170120.  Created by:mmikkonen
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Soil-based irrigated horticulture (perennial) -Criteria and Suitability Summaryo
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Data source:  Landgate: Virtual Mosaic - 20170423; GHD: Study Area - 20170419, Suitabili ty mapping - 20170423; MRWA: State roads - 20140723.  Created by:mmikkonen
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Soil-based irrigated horticulture (perennial) -Overall Suitability
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Data source: GHD: Study area - 20170419, Overall suitability - 20170423; Landgate: Aerial photography - Virtual mosaic 20170423, Roads - 20170116; Geoscience Australia: Townsite/locality - Geodata Topo 250K 2006.  Created by:mmikkonen
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Land Area Landgate Geospatial Database N/A 999
Cadastral lot size less than 20 hectares 100
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Cadastral lot size greater than 20 hectares 10
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Land Capability Soil Landscape Mapping (DAFWA) N/A 999
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50-70% of the land has low to very low capability 40
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Land Capability Phosphorus Export Risk (DAFWA) N/A 999
>70% of the map unit has a high to extreme hazard/ 50-70% of the map unit has a high to extreme hazard 100
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Soil-based irrigated horticulture (covered) -Lot Areao
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Data source:  Landgate: Virtual Mosaic - 20170423; GHD: Study Area - 20170419, Lot area - 201702 (based on Landgate cadastre); MRWA: State roads - 20140723.  Created by:mmikkonen
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Soil-based irrigated horticulture (covered) -Land Capabilityo
Date
Data source:  Landgate: Virtual Mosaic - 20170423; GHD: Study Area - 20170419, Land capability - 201702 (based on DAFWA Soil Landscape Mapping); MRWA: State roads - 20140723.  Created by:mmikkonen
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Soil-based irrigated horticulture (covered) -Phosphorus Export Risko
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Data source:  Landgate: Virtual Mosaic - 20170423; GHD: Study Area - 20170419; MRWA: State roads - 20140723; DAFWA: Phosphorus export risk - 20170120.  Created by:mmikkonen
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Soil-based irrigated horticulture (covered) -Flood Risko
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Data source:  Landgate: Virtual Mosaic - 20170423; GHD: Study Area - 20170419; MRWA: State roads - 20140723; DoW: Floodplain Mapping - 20160420.  Created by:mmikkonen
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Soil-based irrigated horticulture (covered) -Groundwater Availabilityo
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Data source:  Landgate: Virtual Mosaic - 20170423; GHD: Study Area - 20170419, Groundwater availability - 20170221; MRWA: State roads - 20140723; DAFWA: Soil landscape mapping - 20170111; DoW: Groundwater subareas - 20170214.  Created by:mmikkonen
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Soil-based irrigated horticulture (covered) -Proximity to Major Receiving Waterbodieso
Date
Data source:  Landgate: Virtual Mosaic - 20170423, Water courses - 20170118; GHD: Study Area - 20170419, Proximity to water courses - 20170208; MRWA: State roads - 20140723.  Created by:mmikkonen
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Soil-based irrigated horticulture (covered) -Proximity to 3 Phase Power Lineso
Date
Data source:  Landgate: Virtual Mosaic - 20170423; GHD: Study Area - 20170419, Proximity to power lines - 20170208; MRWA: State roads - 20140723; DAFWA: 3 phase power - 20170120.  Created by:mmikkonen
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Data source:  Landgate: Virtual Mosaic - 20170423; GHD: Study Area - 20170419, Proximity to sealed roads - 20170208; MRWA: State roads - 20140723; DAFWA: Sealed roads - 20170120.  Created by:mmikkonen
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Data source:  Landgate: Virtual Mosaic - 20170423; GHD: Study Area - 20170419, Proximity to sensitive land uses - 20170419; MRWA: State roads - 20140723; DAFWA: Zonings - 20170120.  Created by:mmikkonen
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Soil-based irrigated horticulture (covered) -Criteria and Suitability Summaryo
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Data source:  Landgate: Virtual Mosaic - 20170423; GHD: Study Area - 20170419, Suitabili ty mapping - 20170423; MRWA: State roads - 20140723.  Created by:mmikkonen
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Soil-based irrigated horticulture (covered) -Overall Suitability
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Data source: GHD: Study area - 20170419, Overall suitability - 20170423; Landgate: Aerial photography - Virtual mosaic 20170423, Roads - 20170116; Geoscience Australia: Townsite/locality - Geodata Topo 250K 2006.  Created by:mmikkonen
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Land Capability Soil Landscape Mapping (DAFWA) N/A 999
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50-70% of the land has moderate to very high capability 10
>70% of the land has moderate to very high capability and >70% has high to very high capability 1
Land Capability Phosphorus Export Risk (DAFWA) N/A 999
>70% of the map unit has a high to extreme hazard 100
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Outside 1 in 100 (1%) AEP Floodplain 1
Water Groundwater Availability N/A 999
N/A 100
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Internet Access Proximity to Existing Internet Connections N/A 999
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Appendix F - Non Soil based irrigated horticulture
(closed system) [Glasshouses]
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Non soil-based irrigated horticulture (closed) -Lot Areao
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Data source:  Landgate: Virtual Mosaic - 20170423; GHD: Study Area - 20170419, Lot area - 201702 (based on Landgate cadastre); MRWA: State roads - 20140723.  Created by:mmikkonen
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Non soil-based irrigated horticulture (closed) -Flood Risko
Date
Data source:  Landgate: Virtual Mosaic - 20170423; GHD: Study Area - 20170419; MRWA: State roads - 20140723; DoW: Floodplain Mapping - 20160420.  Created by:mmikkonen
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Non soil-based irrigated horticulture (closed) -Groundwater Availabilityo
Date
Data source:  Landgate: Virtual Mosaic - 20170423; GHD: Study Area - 20170419, Groundwater availability - 20170221; MRWA: State roads - 20140723; DAFWA: Soil landscape mapping - 20170111; DoW: Groundwater subareas - 20170214.  Created by:mmikkonen
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Non soil-based irrigated horticulture (closed) -Proximity to Major Receiving Waterbodieso
Date
Data source:  Landgate: Virtual Mosaic - 20170423, Water courses - 20170118; GHD: Study Area - 20170419, Proximity to water courses - 20170208; MRWA: State roads - 20140723.  Created by:mmikkonen
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Non soil-based irrigated horticulture (closed) -Proximity to 3 Phase Power Lineso
Date
Data source:  Landgate: Virtual Mosaic - 20170423; GHD: Study Area - 20170419, Proximity to power lines - 20170208; MRWA: State roads - 20140723; DAFWA: 3 phase power - 20170120.  Created by:mmikkonen
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Data source:  Landgate: Virtual Mosaic - 20170423; GHD: Study Area - 20170419, Proximity to sealed roads - 20170208; MRWA: State roads - 20140723; DAFWA: Sealed roads - 20170120.  Created by:mmikkonen
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Non soil-based irrigated horticulture (closed) -Proximity to Sensitive Human Receptorso
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Data source:  Landgate: Virtual Mosaic - 20170423; GHD: Study Area - 20170419, Proximity to sensitive land uses - 20170419; MRWA: State roads - 20140723; DAFWA: Zonings - 20170120.  Created by:mmikkonen
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Non soil-based irrigated horticulture (closed) -Internet Accesso
Date
Data source:  Landgate: Virtual Mosaic - 20170423; GHD: Study Area - 20170419; MRWA: State roads - 20140723; Optus & Telstra:  Internet access - 20170120.  Created by:mmikkonen
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Non soil-based irrigated horticulture (closed)Criteria and Suitability Summaryo
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Data source:  Landgate: Virtual Mosaic - 20170423; GHD: Study Area - 20170419, Suitabili ty mapping - 20170423; MRWA: State roads - 20140723.  Created by:mmikkonen
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Non soil-based irrigated horticulture (closed) -Overall Suitability
Date
Data source: GHD: Study area - 20170419, Overall suitability 20170423; Landgate: Aerial photography - Virtual mosaic 20170423, Roads - 20170116; Geoscience Australia: Townsite/locality - Geodata Topo 250K 2006.  Created by:mmikkonen
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Appendix G – Closed loop intensive livestock
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Closed-loop intensive livestock -Lot Areao
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Data source:  Landgate: Virtual Mosaic - 20170423; GHD: Study Area - 20170419, Lot area - 201702 (based on Landgate cadastre); MRWA: State roads - 20140723.  Created by:mmikkonen
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Closed-loop intensive livestock -Flood Risko
Date
Data source:  Landgate: Virtual Mosaic - 20170423; GHD: Study Area - 20170419; MRWA: State roads - 20140723; DoW: Floodplain Mapping - 20160420.  Created by:mmikkonen
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Closed-loop intensive livestock -Depth to Maximum Groundwater Levelo
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Data source:  Landgate: Virtual Mosaic - 20170423; GHD: Study Area - 20170419; MRWA: State roads - 20140723; DoW: Depth to groundwater - 20170214.  Created by:mmikkonen
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Closed-loop intensive livestock -Groundwater Availabilityo
Date
Data source:  Landgate: Virtual Mosaic - 20170423; GHD: Study Area - 20170419, Groundwater availability - 20170221; MRWA: State roads - 20140723; DAFWA: Soil landscape mapping - 20170111; DoW: Groundwater subareas - 20170214.  Created by:mmikkonen
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Closed-loop intensive livestock -Proximity to Major Receiving Waterbodieso
Date
Data source:  Landgate: Virtual Mosaic - 20170423, Water courses - 20170118; GHD: Study Area - 20170419, Proximity to water courses - 20170208; MRWA: State roads - 20140723.  Created by:mmikkonen
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N/A 100
Property not adjacent to internet access lines 40
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N/A 10
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Appendix H – Stakeholder consultation attendees
  
 
Thank you for attending the Peel Food Zone Workshop 
Keysbrook, 5 April 2017 
 
Thank you to everyone who attended and contributed to the Peel Food Zone workshop at 
Keysbrook on 5 April. 
Your feedback was very encouraging and positive and those who were able to attend 
appreciated the information and maps available on the day. We have also taken on board 
the need for further landholder and community engagement and recognise that the 
workshop was a first step in this process. 
Feedback and ideas generated from the workshop are being incorporated into GHD’s 
final report and maps. This includes extending the zone boundary slightly north and 
ensuring areas zoned for industry, rural living and farmlets are included in the suitability 
maps. Final acceptance of the zone boundary will rest with the Peel Development 
Commission. 
We appreciate your advice that we need to consult more with the landholders living in the 
Peel Food Zone, and the community more generally, if the Transform Peel initiative is to 
succeed. Local stakeholder support is critical. 
DAFWA is already planning to host one or two brief evening sessions in June for 
landholders within the Peel Food Zone to brief them about the Transform Peel and Peel 
Food Zone projects and listen to their ideas and individual aspirations for the Peel Food 
Zone. These conversations will feed into the high level strategic planning for the zone 
being undertaken this year.  
We will let you know when the sessions are being held and encourage you to attend 
and/or pass on the invitation to others who may be interested, through your networks. 
A summary of key word messages feedback from the Keysbrook workshop and a list of 
people invited to the workshop are attached. 
Many thanks again for your interest and feedback to the Peel Food Zone planning 
process. 
 
Kind regards 
 
Geoff Strickland 
Project Manager 
Peel Food Zone 
Department of Agriculture and Food, Western Australia 
  
Workshop Participants  Organisation 
Andy Gulliver  Peel-Harvey Catchment Council 
Kristy Gregory Landcare S-J 
Merri Harris SJ Food and Farm Alliance 
Ellen Walker SJ Food and Farm Alliance 
Jorge Chorrez Pork industry - CM Piggery 
Justin Wolfgang  C-Wise 
Piers Goodman MZI Sand mining  
Brian Backhouse Costa Mushrooms 
Leanne McGuirk Shire of Murray 
Cherryll Oldham Shire of Murray 
Linda  Cunningham Peel Development Commission 
Andy Ellet Department of Water 
Jane Sturgess Department of Water 
Cameron Bulstrode  Department of Planning 
Andrea Lawson Department of Planning 
Invited to workshop but unable to attend 
Laurence or 
Justin 
Byatt 
Poultry producers 
Shane Kelliher Wandering Clover Fed Beef 
Jonathan Emanuel  Landholder -SJ Landstal Pty Ltd 
Doug McLarty Landholder -Murray 
Troy  Cukrov Landholder -Murray 
John Dawkins Landholder -Murray 
Rodney Lukatelich Landholder -Murray 
John O'Neill Shire of Serpentine-Jarrahdale 
André Schönfeldt Shire of Serpentine-Jarrahdale 
Brett Flugge Shire of Murray 
Tom Lerner Shire of Murray 
Leon Brouwer Department of Water 
Jane O'Malley Peel-Harvey Catchment Council 
Rebecca Blackman Vegetables WA 
David  Arkwright Peel Development Commission 
Mark Pasalich Land Corp 
Department of Agriculture and Food and GHD staff  
Geoff Strickland Department of Agriculture and Food 
Heather Percy Department of Agriculture and Food 
Trina Anderson Department of Agriculture and Food 
Pat Page Department of Agriculture and Food 
Rod Safstrom Department of Agriculture and Food 
Phil Goulding Department of Agriculture and Food 
Rohan Prince Department of Agriculture and Food 
Lisa Chalmers Department of Agriculture and Food 
Luke Morgan Department of Agriculture and Food 
Fionnuala Hannon GHD 
Seamus Hoban GHD 
Frank Castino GHD 
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